
Climate-related financial disclosure is now mandatory for 1,300 of the UK’s 
largest companies. By 2025, climate risk reporting will be compulsory across 
most UK businesses.

Get ready for TCFD reporting with EarthScan

of companies are confident
in their compliance

of reports do not
meet TCFD criteria

Cervest interviewed 800 business decision-makers and found that:

46% struggle with complex aggregating data

43% report a shortage of actionable intelligence

38% have a limited understanding of the data

source: FCA Study

Report on the physical 
climate risk facing the 
assets that you own, 
manage or rely on.

Understand the impact
of acute and chronic 
climate-related risks on 
your strategy and financial 
planning.

Disclose climate-related 
risks over the short (+5 
years), medium (+10 years) 
and long term (+30 years), 
taking into consideration 
the useful life of an asset 
or infrastructure.

Consider di�erent 
climate-related scenarios, 
including a 2°C or lower 
scenario.

Create processes to 
identify, assess and 
manage climate-related 
risks above the materiality 
threshold.

Reporting requirement

Strategies a) and c)

Strategies a), b) and c)
Risk Management a)
and b) Metrics a)

Strategy a), b) and c) 
Risk Management a)
and b) Metrics a)

Strategy a) and c)

Risk Management a)

TCFD recommendations

ASSET-LEVEL PHYSICAL 
CLIMATE RISK INSIGHTS

Get asset level insights on 
over 220m built assets (H2 
2022) or upload your own 
assets. Baseline, segment 
and quantify risk across 
your entire portfolio in 
minutes.

RATINGS & METRICS

EarthScan provides 
standardized risk ratings 
and granular risk metrics, 
such as flood depth, 
across multiple hazards, 
time horizons and climate 
scenarios.

MULTI-TIMESCALE

Discover and quantify your 
climate risk exposure and 
forecast impact between 
19710 and 2100 in 5 year 
time steps.

SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Report under multiple 
IPCC-aligned climate 
scenarios with EarthScan: 
business as usual, 
emissions peak in 2040 
and paris-aligned.

REPORT-READY INSIGHTS

The on-demand Climate 
Risk Report automatically 
reports only on assets with 
a rating of ‘Medium’ risk or 
above.

EarthScan

Find out how Cervest's customers are using climate intelligence to
discover and act on the physical climate risks facing their assets in
our free ebook.

Discover and report on your physical climate risk

EarthScan provides a comprehensive solution to internal
and external reporting needs.

Quickly identify which of your assets and portfolios are most at risk with 
the dynamic map view.

Map view

Generate and share an instant snapshot of your physical climate risk 
against the business as usual scenario, reporting only on risk above the 
Materiality threshold.

Executive summary

Share climate intelligence insights with confidence. Each science-based 
insight is backed with explanations to make it accessible for all levels of 
climate literacy.

Keyword explanations

Download each insight as a png image or CSV file for use in 
presentations, reports, investor summaries and more.

Downloadable insights

TCFD-aligned reporting made easy with EarthScan

Our climate intelligence product EarthScan enhances reporting
with asset-level physical climate risk insights, fast.

TCFD recommendations

https://cervest.earth/e-book/uk-climate-related-financial-disclosure?utm_source=infographic&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=tcfd_infographic 
https://cervest.earth/news/why-companies-need-to-improve-their-tcfd-aligned-climate-risk-reporting
https://cervest.earth/e-book/why-you-need-climate-intelligence-in-your-2023-esg-budget

